Abstract. In this paper we propose a novel scheme for unsupervised detection of structure in activity data. Our method is based upon an algorithm that represents data in terms of multiple low-dimensional eigenspaces. We describe the algorithm and propose an extension that allows to handle multiple time scales. The validity of the approach is demonstrated on several data sets and using two types of acceleration features. Finally, we report on experiments that indicate that our approach can yield recognition rates comparable to other, supervised approaches.
Introduction
Activity recognition has gained a lot of interest in recent years due to its potential and usefulness for context-aware applications. Typically, the recognition of context such as activities is based on supervised learning techniques. These approaches therefore rely on labeled training data which has to be representative for the respective application scenario. Obtaining labeled data of sufficient quality however is often difficult and tedious. Therefore it is clearly desirable to reduce the amount of supervision to a minimum for various reasons. First, in order to scale to large amounts of data and large amounts of activity classes labeling simply becomes impractical and error-prone. Second, in order to adapt to different users and usage scenarios a context aware system should be able to support the adaption through unsupervised learning techniques. Last but not least, the burden of feedback and data annotation has to be kept to a minimum for different users and usage scenarios. This paper proposes a novel scheme to discover structure in sensor data in order to model and recognize human activities using acceleration data. The proposed approach is neither limited to activity learning and recognition, nor to a particular type of sensor. Rather it can be applied more generally to many types of sensors and context information.
Interestingly, many different types of sensors have been proposed and used for activity recognition. The types of sensors range from simple sensors such as RFID tag readers [1] , over relatively simple sensors such as tiny, wearable sensors [2] , ball switches [3] , and accelerometers [4] to more complex sensing methods such as audio processing [5] and computer vision [6] [7] [8] . Also the simultaneous use of several modalities has been proposed, e.g. [9, 4] . Besides sensing technology the type of algorithms also varies greatly. However, these approaches have in common that they require a significant amount of supervision and labeled training data. Consequently, a small number of approaches requiring far less supervision have been proposed. Two approaches are particularly relevant for this paper. The first is the work by Clarkson and Pentland [10, 11] which learn locations and scenes from audio and vision data in an unsupervised fashion. Their focus, however, is not activity recognition but the modeling of reoccurring locations and scenes such as supermarkets. The second approach introduced by Patterson et al. [12] uses an unsupervised learning scheme based on graphical models. Their focus however is on transportation modes (such as bus, car, walking) and the incorporation of commensense knowledge into the unsupervised learning scheme.
The main contributions of this paper are the following. First, an unsupervised learning scheme for the discovery of activities in sensor data is proposed using multiple eigenspaces. Second, the multiple eigenspace algorithm is extended e.g. to handle multiple time scales of sensor data. Third, an experimental comparison of two different feature representations for the discovery of activities at different time scales are evaluated. Fourth, the algorithm is evaluated on real-world data using body-worn sensors achieving comparable performance to fully supervised learning approaches.
Multiple Eigenspaces
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a standard technique in pattern recognition and machine learning to reduce the dimensionality of feature spaces. PCA finds the principal components (or eigenvectors) of a data distribution spanning a linear subspace of the feature space (often called eigenspace). PCA is an unsupervised technique in the sense that it finds the optimal linear subspace to represent the data without any annotation or user intervention. In many applications however, it is more appropriate to represent the inherent structure of a data-set not with a single but multiple eigenspaces [13] . This paper proposes and shows that the concept of multiple eigenspaces can be used to detect and represent structure such as individual activities in accelerometer data. This section first introduces the general concept of multiple eigenspaces (sec 2.1) and then describes an algorithm to extract multiple eigenspaces (sec 2.2-2.5). We then propose an extension to the algorithm that can handle multiple timescales (sec 2.6). Section 3 then gives an example illustrating the different stages of the algorithm.
Problem Description
Principle component analysis (PCA) allows to approximate a vector x i of a set of data vectors G = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m |x i ∈ IR n }:
i.e., by a vector e 0 ∈ IR n plus a linear combination of p (eigen-)vectors e 1 , . . . , e p (p < n, e k ∈ IR n ). Principal component analysis is optimal in the sense that the reconstruction error 2 = m i=1 ||x i −x i || is minimal. This is achieved by defining e 0 as the mean of all x i ∈ G and e 1 , . . . , e p as the eigenvectors corresponding to the p largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the vectors in G. We call the linear subspace spanned by e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e p the eigenspace E(G) of G of dimension p. When p = 0 the eigenspace of G only consists of the mean.
If the vectors in G are sufficiently correlated p can be chosen to be much smaller than the dimension of the original vector space, while still maintaining a low reconstruction error 2 . In such cases, E(G), together with the coefficients y 1 , . . . , y p (see eq. 1) of each x i ∈ G, can serve as a low-dimensional representation of G.
In many cases, however, a single linear eigenspace will be too general to capture the low-dimensional structure of the data. Consequently, the dimension of E(G) must be high in order to obtain acceptable reconstruction errors. Apart from the computational issues involved, this means that the eigenspace cannot serve as a good representation of the inherent structure of the data. In such cases, it would be more suitable to divide G into sufficiently correlated subsets G j ⊂ G and represent those subsets with eigenspaces E j (G j ). Each of those eigenspaces serves as a compact and low-dimensional model of the corresponding part of the data.
The problem to be solved is thus, given a set of data vectors G, to find sets G j ⊂ G, eigenspaces E j (G j ) and dimensions p j , so that each x i ∈ G j can be approximated to a predefined degree of accuracy by its projection
Overview of the Multiple Eigenspace Algorithm
Leonardis et al. [13] proposed an iterative procedure to solve the above problem by simultaneously finding subsets G j ⊂ G, eigenspaces E j (G j ) and dimensions p j . As a result the data in the input set G is divided into significantly correlated subsets of similar structure each represented by a separate eigenspace. As we will show in the experiments these multiple eigenspaces correspond to individual activities in accelerometer data and can be used for activity recognition. The algorithm consists of three phases: initialization, eigenspace growing and eigenspace selection. During initialization, small subsets of data vectors are chosen from the input set G, and their respective eigenspaces are calculated and initialized with dimension zero. During eigenspace growing, the initial sets are successively enlarged by adding data vectors and accepting or rejecting them based on reconstruction error. At the same time, the corresponding eigenspaces are recomputed and their dimension is adapted. As the growing process produces overlapping and thus redundant sets and eigenspaces, the final eigenspace selection phase applies an optimization procedure that finds a subset of eigenspaces that best represent the data with minimal redundancy. Importantly, the number of eigenspaces that are finally selected is determined automatically during eigenspace selection and does not have to be specified in advance. The following describes the three phases of the algorithm in more detail.
Initialization of the Multiple Eigenspace Algorithm
The input to the algorithm is a set G = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m |x i ∈ IR n } containing data vectors which we will refer to as segments in the following. During initialization, a large number of small and redundant subsets G 0 j ⊂ G is generated, uniformly distributed across G. In the extreme case, each segment in G can serve as an initial subset G 
Eigenspace Growing
After the initial sets G 0 j have been constructed, they are iteratively enlarged and their corresponding eigenspaces are updated. In the following, G t j and E t j denote the set G j and its eigenspace E j (G j ), respectively, at step t of the iteration. p t j denotes the dimension of E t j at step t. The growing process is driven by two error measures, δ i and ρ j : δ i is related to single segments and denotes the reconstruction error ||x i −x i || of a segment x i when projected onto an eigenspace. The second error measure, ρ j , is related to eigenspaces and defined as the sum of the reconstruction errors of all segments contained in an eigenspace j. Both δ i and ρ j are associated with thresholds that cause the growing process to terminate once the errors get too large.
In step t of the iteration, the following procedure is applied to each set G t j : Each segment not contained in G t j is projected onto E t j . If a segment's reconstruction error δ i is below a threshold, the segment is temporarily accepted into the set G t+1 j . If none of the segments are accepted, the growing for this set is terminated. Otherwise, the new eigenspace E t+1 j and its reconstruction error ρ j are calculated. If the error ρ j is below a threshold, the new eigenspace is accepted. Else, the dimension p j of E t+1 j is increased by one, and ρ j is recomputed. If the increase in dimension lowers the error ρ j below the threshold, the new eigenspace is accepted. Otherwise, both G (t+1) j and E (t+1) j are reverted to their previous state, and growing is terminated.
Eigenspace Selection
The result of eigenspace growing is a set of eigenspaces E j each representing a subset of the input data. However, those sets are redundant in the sense that the represented data subsets overlap in many cases. With respect to robustness of the final outcome this redundancy is an important property of the algorithm.
Thus, in this final step, a subset of the eigenspaces is selected that best represents the data with minimal overlap between the eigenspaces. This is achieved by solving an optimization problem based on the principle of minimum description length (MDL). The goal can be formulated as minimizing the overall description length L(G) of the input G in terms of eigenspaces:
Here, L(M) denotes the encoding cost of the model, which in our case is the length of encoding of all eigenspaces, plus the length of encoding of the coefficients y kj for all segments x i ∈ G. L(G|M) are the costs of specifying the data given the model, which in our case equal the reconstruction errors resulting from the reduced dimension of the eigenspaces.
As noted by Leonardis et al. [13] , minimizing the description length is equivalent to maximizing the savings S(E j (G j )) to encode the segments x i ∈ G j in terms of the eigenspace E j instead of encoding them individually. These savings can be expressed as
encoding with eigenspace .
In this equation, the constant K 0 is related to the cost of encoding a segment in G without an eigenspace, K 1 is related to the cost of describing an eigenvector, K 2 is related to the average cost of specifying a coefficient, and K 3 is related to the average cost of specifying the error. Using the savings S(E j (G j )), the optimization problem can be solved by maximizing an objective function of the form
The vector h = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h r ] T represents a possible set of eigenspaces, h j being 1 if the eigenspace j is included in the set, and 0 if not. The diagonal entries of the matrix C are defined as the savings obtained by the j-th eigenspace, i.e. c jj = S(E j (G j )). The definition of the off-diagonal entries c jk takes into account that two sets G j and G k might overlap:
where |G j ∩ G k | denotes the number of segments shared by G j and G k , and ρ jk is the maximal error of the segments in G j ∩ G k . In Section 3 you can find a detailed example of the different phases of the multiple eigenspace algorithm. Next, we propose an extension that allows to analyze data on different timescales.
Multiple Timescales
The multiple eigenspace algorithm operates on a single scale, i.e., all input segments are of the same length. While this property may be acceptable in some domains, for activities it is not obvious which scale or length a data segment should have. Furthermore, there is probably no single 'best' segment size, as activities happen on different timescales. For these reasons, we extended the algorithm to include multiple scales and allow for different segment size.
The extended version of the algorithm accepts as input a signal and a list of n segment sizes. Initialization (sec 2.3) and eigenspace growing (sec 2.4) are then performed n times. Each time, the signal is divided into signals of a different size. This results in n sets of eigenspaces representing parts of the input at different scales. All of them compete to be included in the final description during a modifed version of the eigenspace selection step. We modified the eigenspace selection so that segments and reconstruction errors on different scales can be compared to each other. In the following we describe the modified selection step in more detail.
Modified Eigenspace Selection
In the selection step of the original approach, cost and savings were defined in terms of entire segments. Since in the modified algorithm, segments can be of different size, we need to redefine the savings in order to make them comparable across different segment sizes. We achieve this by defining the savings in terms of individual samples instead of segments. For a set G j containing segments made up of l i samples each, the savings S(E j (G j )) achieved by encoding the segments in terms of the eigenspace E j can be expressed as
We thus replaced the constants K 0 (cost of describing a segment without an eigenspace) and K 1 (cost of encoding an eigenvector) by the variable segment length l i . In the matrix C of the optimization function (see eq. 5) the diagonal terms now represent the adapted savings, c jj = S(E j (G j )), and the off-diagonal entries c jk are redefined as
where |G j ∩ G k | describes the number samples contained in the intersection of the sets G j and G k . and 5 balls, in that order. The signal was divided into segments of four seconds and transformed to the frequency domain before applying the algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates the growing process: Initially, each set is made up of one segment. As the growing proceeds, one can observe three groups of sets forming along the three parts of the signal. Finally, during eigenspace selection (see sec. 2.5), one set of each of those groups gets selected.
Example
The bottom plot of Figure 1 shows the result of the growing phase in gray, i.e. the sets G j . The horizontal axis represents the segments into which the signal was divided, and in each row, the segments belonging to one set G j are marked (e.g., G 8 consists of segments 6 to 11). Three sets were chosen during the final selection procedure, they are highlighted in the figure. Note that there are only a few sets of segments across the borders of the three juggling patterns, and the final sets match the three patterns closely.
Note that even though there are sets of segments across the borders of the three juggling patterns the final sets match the three patterns closely.
After describing the multiple eigenspace algorithm and giving an example in the previous sections, we now demonstrate the feasibility of our approach for analyzing sequences of activity data. First we briefly introduce the sensor platform and the data sets used for our experiments. Then, we discuss two possible methods of applying the algorithm: using raw acceleration data on multiple timescales and using FFT features on a single timescale. Finally we compare the two feature representations in terms of their classification performance.
Sensor Platform
Figure 3(a) shows the sensor platform used for the experiments. The main components are four inertial sensors connected to an IBM X40 laptop via a USB hub. The laptop, together with batteries and adapters, is situated in a small backpack carried by the user, and the inertial sensors are worn by the user, e.g. on wrist, hip, ankle or other parts of the body. The recording software runs on the laptop can be remote-controlled from a PDA. As inertial sensors, we initially used the model MT9-B by Xsens and later the model MTx, which features a larger measurement range and better on-board processing capabilities. Besides 3-D acceleration, the sensors output 3-D rate of turn and 3-D magnetic field data, as well as an absolute orientation estimate. In this work we only consider the acceleration signal, however. For annotation purposes, we also record audio data using a stereo microphone clipped to the shoulder strap of the backpack. Figure 3(b) shows the entire sensor platform worn by a user. 
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Platform for Inertial Sensors
Data Set
The sensor platform described above was used to record data of various activities, ranging in length from several seconds to about thirty minutes. During recordings, the inertial sensors were attached to wrist, hip, thigh and ankle of the experimenter. For the initial experiments, walking modes of different speeds were recorded separately. Subsequent recordings involve a mix of several activities, including different walking modes, climbing stairs and juggling different numbers of balls. The data set is available on the website of our group (www.mis.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de). Figure 5 shows the result of applying the extended multiple eigenspace algorithm to the signal shown in Figure 4 , using three different segment sizes that correspond to the periodicity of the three recorded activities. The signal consists of the acceleration magnitude measured at the hip, covering three different modes of walking (walking at normal pace, jogging and walking fast) and sampled at 200 Hz for about one minute. The vertical axis of Figure 5 covers the eigenspaces of all three segment sizes, and the horizontal axis corresponds to the length of the signal.The four eigenspaces chosen by the selection step of the algorithm are highlighted. The topmost covers the entire signal, while the remaining three each represent segments that correspond to the three walking modes, respectively. Each of those three eigenspaces is based on a different segment length. We found that in order to obtain eigenspaces that represent activities well, the underlying segment lengths need to match the periodicity of the data closely. Thus, in order to get satisfying results, one has to carefully choose segment lengths e.g. based on the autocorrelation of the signal. This makes the approach rather inflexible. Furthermore, since we're interested in finding structure in an unsupervised fashion, we cannot assume that we know about the periodicity or other properties of the data in advance. To address these issues, we changed our features from raw signal data to frequency components, which we will discuss in the next section. Apart from that, we believe that the proposed extension of the multiple eigenspace algorithm to handle multiple time-scales is a general scheme that can be applied to any kind of data, and which allows simultaneous analysis of data at different timescales.
Experiments with Multiple Timescales
Experiments in Frequency Space
We conducted a series of experiments using FFT coefficients computed over the acceleration signal as features, with the goal of obtaining a representation of the data that does not require a priori knowledge about properties such as the periodicity of the signal. For these experiments we applied the multiple eigenspace algorithm on single timescales. We found that FFT features computed over a single scale can be used effectively to separate different activities using multiple eigenspaces. However, the choice of the segment length involves a tradeoff between short segments that capture basic activities but might yield unstable FFT results, and longer segments which yield more stable results but might be too long to allow discrimination between basic activities.
During the experiments, we found that segment sizes of around 4 seconds lead to good results when using FFT features. Figure 6 shows the result of applying the multiple eigenspace algorithm to the FFT coefficients computed over the signal shown in Figure 4 . Figure 6(a) shows the spectrogram, the vertical axis corresponding to the first 35 FFT coefficients, the horizontal axis to the segments of the signal. For all three walking patterns, most of the energy is contained in the first three coefficients, however each activity has a distinct and consistent distribution of peaks in the rest of the spectrum. This structure is captured well by the eigenspaces, as can be seen from Figure 6 (b). Three eigenspaces are selected, each of which corresponds to one walking pattern. Figure 6(c) shows one of the feature segments for the activity "walking at normal pace" and its reconstruction, which differs only slightly from the original.
These initial experiments led us to believe that using multiple eigenspaces on features in frequency space is a promising approach to detecting structure in more diverse sets of activities. Before discussing such experiments in Section 5, we will first report on some initial classification results in the next section. fig. 4 ). As features, FFT coefficients computed over windows of four seconds were used.
Classification
The eigenspaces obtained from the algorithm can be used as classifiers for activities, based on the reconstruction error of unknown data segments. To classify a segment, it is projected onto each eigenspace and then assigned to the one that yields the lowest reconstruction error. When using a sliding window, we classify individual samples using segments that end at the sample. In the following we compare the classification performance of models based on signal-and FFT-features.
In Figure 7 , two runs of the multiple eigenspace algorithm on the walking patterns, with subsequent classification, are compared side by side. Figure 7(a) shows the result when using the adapted version with multiple timescales on the plain acceleration signal. The bottom plot shows the reconstruction error of the signal for all five models (eigenspaces) that were selected. For each model, the reconstruction error was computed over a sliding window the size of the segment the model is based on, and shifted over the signal in steps of single samples. The error is smallest when the window is aligned to the segment positions at construction time of the models, and largest when shifted by 50%. This results in an oscillating reconstruction error with a period of the segment size of the eigenspace. Figure 7 (c) shows a close-up view of the reconstruction errors in Figure 7 (a). To avoid that the oscillating errors are reflected in an unstable classification result, we performed a smoothing by classifying each sample by the model with the lowest error over a window of preceding samples. This leads to the classification results of Figure 7 (a). Walking normal, jogging and walking fast are assigned to models 1, 4 and 5 respectively. One can observe that model 2, which represents large parts of the signal as a result of the algorithm, is outperformed in terms of reconstruction error by other, more specialized models throughout the length of the signal.
Even though the classification results using plain acceleration data are acceptable, the sensitvity of the reconstruction error to the position of the sliding window reveals another drawback of using the raw signal as feature. In contrast, Figure 7 (b) shows that in the frequency domain, similar (sample-based) classification results can be obtained without having to smooth out the error curve. The bottom plot of Figure 7(b) shows that for models based on FFT features, the curves of the reconstruction errors are smooth and stable within each of the three parts of the signal. This implies that this approach is insensitive to shifts between the sliding window and the segment boundaries at the time of model construction. Moreover, for each part of the signal, the errors are in distinct order. Altogether, these properties result in a more robust classification. As a consequence, we only consider FFT features in the remaining experiments.
Experiments with Mixed Activity Data
In this section, we show how our approach finds structure in real-world recordings that cover a number of different activities. The data was recorded using the sensor platform described in Section 4.1, and two inertial sensors were worn on wrist and hip of the user. We will first evaluate the recordings for hip and wrist individually, and then show how performance can be improved by combining the models of both recordings. The recordings lasted for about a quarter of an hour. As features we use absolute FFT coefficients, zero padded to twice the length, on a window over 4 seconds, as this combination had proven to yield the best results in the above experiments. The feature vectors were normalized to length 1 before being passed to the multiple eigenspace algorithm.
The recording shown in Figure 8 contains six different activities: walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, and juggling 3, 4 and 5 balls, respectively. The top of the figure shows the raw signal, which in this case is the magnitude of the acceleration occurring at the hip, sampled at 100 Hz. The middle plot shows manual annotations, i.e. ground truth for the data. Applying the multiple eigenspace algorithm to this data gave us 7 eigenspaces. With these eigenspaces we performed a classification of the training data based on reconstruction error, the same way as described in Section 4.5. The result is shown at the bottom of Figure 8 . Samples that were not assigned to any model because of too large reconstruction errors appear in the row labeled with 0.
When comparing the ground truth to the model assignments, one can observe that the structure is visually similar. On closer inspection, one can see that the activity 'walking' is mainly represented by the models 4, 5 and 6. 'Walking upstairs' corresponds to model 1, and walking downstairs to models 2 and 3. The juggling sequences are all assigned to a single model (7), which is not surprising, since there is only very little (and thus nondiscriminative) hip movement during juggling.
In order to judge the quality of the model assignments, we manually chose for each activity the models that best represented them and computed recall and precision values for each set of models representing an activity. The result for the data in Figure 8 is shown in the first column of Table 1 . The models for walking (4, 5 and 6) and 0.98 respectively), followed by walking downstairs(1.0/0.93) and walking upstairs (0.80/1.0). As there is only one model (7) for the three juggling activities, the table contains only one entry for all three, which stands for the activity 'juggling'(0.32/1.0). Figure 9 shows a second set of acceleration data, recorded at the wrist. The ground truth is the same as for Figure 8 . Fewer models were selected this time, but they describe the data more precisely than the models for the hip recording -there is a significant gain in the average precision over time (from 0.57 to 0.76) and only a slight reduction in recall (from 0.98 to 0.92). The increase in precision is due to the fact that the juggling patterns can be discriminated at the wrist.
In Figure 10 , a combination of the models from the wrist and hip recordings is used for classification. Each model from the wrist recording was combined with each model from the hip recording to form a new model, which makes for 7*8 = 56 models (the 'not-assigned' cases were included as model 0). The result can be seen at the bottom of Figure 10 . The overall precision and recall are now both over 90% (0.93/0.97). Compared to the hip recording this means a slight decrease in recall, but on the other hand, the three juggling patterns can now be separated. When comparing to the wrist recording, one can observe significant increases in the precision values for 'juggling 4 balls' (0.04 to 0.84) and 'walking upstairs'(0.49 to 0.84). Fig. 9 . Recording of approx. 14 min length, magnitude of wrist acceleration. From top to bottom: raw signal, ground truth, and classification based on six models constructed by the multiple eigenspace algorithm.
Conclusion
An important argument of this paper is that unsupervised techniques for activity recognition are highly desirable. To this end we haved proposed a novel approach to discover structure in sensor data of human activity in an unsupervised fashion. We demonstrated the feasibility of the approach by applying it to acceleration data recorded from body-worn sensors. For the set of activities analyzed, our system was able to build models that correspond to different activities, without requiring any prior training, user annotation or information about the number of activities involved. When used for classification, the system shows recognition rates comparable to other, supervised approaches. We found that for acceleration data of basic activities such as walking, using frequency components as features results in models that can represent the different activities well and that can be used for robust classification. For such activities we obtained the best results when using absolute FFT coefficients on a window over 4 seconds of the acceleration signal. We found that classification rates can be improved when combining the data of two sensors. Clearly, the results presented in this paper are but a first step towards unsupervised discovery of activities in arbitrary sensor data. As pointed out before, however, the multiple eigenspace approach is general in the sense that it can handle different sensor modalities and different types of activities. In the future, we plan to incorporate data from more and possibly other kinds of sensors. Also, we plan to look at more diverse sets of activities over longer periods of time. For these cases, the extension of the multiple eigenspace algorithm to include data on multiple timescales will probably prove to be an important component. Based on the promising results in this paper we strongly believe that multiple eigenspaces can be used for unsupervised discovery of acitivities in a large variety of sensor modalities.
